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CHAPTER I 
RESEARCH 
The research on this problem seemed to f'all into the 
following four areas. 
1. Auditory discrimination 
2. Order of difficulty of phonetic elements 
3. Sex differences in auditory ability 
4. Age as a factor in aud itory skills 
AUDITORY DISCRIMI NATION y 
Witty says very soon after children enter f i rst 
8 rade they should be introduced to games and appropriate 
exercises to promote skill in auditory discrimination. y-
McKee states that to do well in beginning reading 
the child must have sufficient power of auditory discri mi-
nation to d isti nguish readily between the pronunciations of' 
words used in the be ginning reading matte r whi ch he will 
attempt t o read. 
y Witty, Paul. Reading :In :Modern Education . Boston: 
D. C. Heath Company, 1949 . p . 144. 
2/ McKee, Paul. The Teaching of Reading . Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948. pp. 151-152. 
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The pup il's discovery of' the f'act that v1ords a re made 
up of' sounds, that the same sounds occur in dif'fel"ent 
words, and that a gi v en v1ord sounds almost bu. t not exactly 
the same as another word is usef'ul backgrou nd for cop ing 
with begi nning reading matter . 
The Crossley 1/ study shows tha t children who h a d 
higher scores in auditory discrimination attaineQ higher 
scores in reading, even though they were equal on the 
basis of' mental age . y 
Betts p oints out that the ability to discrimina te 
between s p eech sounds is a basic f'actor in language 
readiness f' or reading. Inab ili t y to make accurate 
aud i tory d iscriminations may be caused by a hearing 
i mp airment, a percep tual disability or lack of exper i ence. y 
Harrison says a child not only needs a high degree 
of' auditory acuity but he also needs the ability to 
perceive and reproduc e sounds cor' r e ctly, the 8..b ili ty to 
lJ Crossley, Beatrice A. 11 An Evaluat ion of the Effe c t 
of Lantern Slides on Aud itory and Visual Discrirllnation 
of Vlord Elements. :r Unpublished Doc tor's Disser tation, 
Boston University , School of' Educat ion, 1948. 
y Be t ts , Enr.rnett A. Foundations of' Readi ng I nstru ction. 
New York : Ameri c an Book Comp any, 19~6 . p . 347. 
2/ H~:trrison, Lucil l e H . Reading Readiness. Boston : 
Hough ton Mifflin Company, 190\:J. pp . ?-6 - ?1 . 
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:Cuse sounds into words ~ <:·.nd the ability to sense or· perceive 
the sounds che.rac terized by certain au i tory frequencies. 
Of all the physical factors discussed v;e recognize vision 
an heai'ing as those which most d irectly and vitally 
affect the re ading proces·s . 
1/ 
Durrell - s ays that ear training is essential to all ;:rork 
in beginn ng reading . Ear tl' a ining is p articularly 
i mportant when vmrd- m2.tching or intrinsic word-analysis 
methods are used , becaus e these depend so largely on a 
child's noticing the sound elements of words while reading 
the words as wholes . 
Ability to identify so1.md elements is. also valuable 
in spelling, since it enables the child not only to wr ite 
the l etters from the sound of a word , but also to notice 
whether he is omitting or adding essential s ounds or 
syllables. y 
Bond and Bond report that phone tic analysis depend s 
on a knowl edge of the sound accompaniment of i nd ividual and 
f J ett ,.., 'l'hrough this knowle ·'lge the child is groups o .. e_ s. 
supy osed to identify the sound of the elements in proper 
oPder , then recombine them tll..rough blend i ng into a complete 
sounding of the vvo rd. 
1/ Du.rr·ell , Donald D. ImY) rovement of Basic Reading Abilities. 
Yon_lcers-on-Hudson : World Book Company, 1940. p. 205. 
y Bond ~ Guy L. and Bond, Eva . Teaching the Child to Read . 
New York : Macnrlllan Company, 1945 . p. 161. 
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Gray states that the reader who deve lop s real i ndependence 
in attacking n ew words must acquire skill in a pp lying 
phone tic a..n.alysis to new ·word f o rms . G-c- ay d efines 
phone tic analysis by saying, 
~:Phonetic analysis is primarily a process of 
associating appropriate s ounds with the printed 
word .forms • . ,., 
g/ 
Darby s tate s i n struction in phonics , if d elegated 
to its proper pl8.Ce in reading program, can be one of t he 
successfill means of acqu i ring an early mastery of t h e 
mechanics of r e ad i ng . 
As t he r hythmic beat in mus i c seems to b e mor e 
instinctively fe lt by some children, s o the ability to 
hear rhyming words seems to be mor·e pronoun ced in s ome 
than others • y 
Hudson and 'l'oler state that many pupi ls f ail to he a r 
basic souncls i n words . Others f'a i l in v i sual d iscr i mine. tion 
of' letters or combinations of letters . Some show deficie ncy 
in both auditory and v i sual discriminati on . 
y Gray, ·Villiarn s . On The i r Ovm in Re afling. New York: 
Scott , Foresman and Company -;--1948. p . 88 . 
2:./ Darby , Edith B . 11 Phonics in the Primary Pro grrun . 11 
Educati onal Adini n istra tion and Sup ervision. 
34 : 433- 4 38; November 1948-. -
EJ Hudson , J e s s s . and Toler , Lo l a . nrnstruction in 
Auditory and Visual Di scrimination a s Means of I mprov i ng 
Spelli ng . n Elementary School Journa l . 
~9: 466 - 469; Apri l 1 949 . 
11 
1/ 
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In d iscussing auditory d iscriminB. tion Stone states 
d efective hearing is occasi onally the cause or contributing 
c ::o.use of failure of progress in read in_g, though less often 
than defective vis ion. y 
Ac omb in reporting a study of the psychologica l factors 
of reading concludes that aud itory d iscrimina t i on is hi&hly 
sign i ficant in relation to reading ability, and that visual 
and auditory factors are d efinitely interrelate~ with one 
another. 
Durrell states that: 
HThere is ample evidence to indicate the need 
fo r instruction i n vtord analysis .Such evidence 
includes the complete inability of some children 
to solve nevr words, random guessing at new word s 
without regard to form or meaning , and various 
ineffective habits of attack on new words such 
as mere sounding by letters and syllables. 
'rhe majori ty of children are aided by specia l 
practice to increase the accuracy and fluency 
of both visual and auditory perception of ·word 
elements. 11 
]} Stone, Clarence R. Be tter Primary Re ading. ._·t . Louis : 
llebster Publishing Company, 1936. p. 223 
g) Acomb , AllHn. 11 A Study of the Psycholog ical FactoPs in 
Reading and Spelling . ~1 Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education. 1934. 
~ Du~rell , Donald D. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson : World Book Company, 1940. p. 198. 
------- ~ ---- -
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ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF PHONETIC ELEMENTS 1J -
Harris states that of all the letter confusions 
the ones invo l ving b, d, ll and .51 are probably the most 
common. These four let t ers are diff'e rent orient ati ons 
of the same form. Other lette r confusions that are 
s ometirnes called reversals are m and w and u and n. 
Th ere is no statistical evidence stated. 
He also reports that errors on the beg inning s of words 
ar e le ss common then errors on the mi ddl e of words and on 
word end i ngs . Many children i e_:nore endings such as 
~' ed, ly and inp-. 
- - .?/ 
Kelly states that vowel sounds reveal themselv e s 
as more difficult to hear than either begi~ning or f ina l 
consonants . 
L3 
Davidson reports that the letters h2~dest to 
distinguish are pairs that are revePsals of each other. 
Letter s that are upside d own inversions of others are a lso 
d iff icult t o di fferentiate , but not as difficult as 
inversions . 
!/ Harris, Albe rt J. How to Increase Read ing Ability. 
New York: Longmans Green and Company I nc. 194 5 . p . 25 '7 . 
J!l Kelly, Helen I. 11 Relative Order of t~udi tory Perception 
of Word Elements. n Unpublished Master t s thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education, 1948. 
!:J Davidson, Helen P . 11 A S tudy of the Confusing Letters 
b, d, p and q . If Pedagogic a l Seminar~ and Journal 
of Genetic Psych o l ogy . 47 : 458 - 46 ; December 1936 . 
( - .. 
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Tviurphy reports tha t the relative order of difficulty 
of initial consonants from easy to difficult is as follows: 
r n m h 1 
The increas ing d ifficulty of initial blends 
sh ~ st tr ch 
She a lso states that the relative order of d ifficulty of' 
rhymes from easy to dif'ficult is: 
un and an 
The final consonants are: 
gJ 1 s n d 
Murphy states that in analyzing results of a test 
of audi t ory d iscrimina tion g iven to children ·who had no 
tr a i ning as well as those who had a ye a r of' tra ining , 
to f ind ·the rela t ive order of dif'f'iculty of' various function 
me a sured , that initial sounds were the easiest to determine , 
ini t ial blends followed_, then rhymes and finally i'inal 
cons onants. 
1/ Murphy, He len A. and Durrell, Donald D. tt Murphy-Durrell 
Di agnostic Re ading Readiness Test for Group Use. 11 
Yonkers-on-Hudson: florld Book Company . Copyri ght 1947. 
y Murphy, Hel en A. HAn Evalua tion of the Effect of 
I 
Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimin8_tion 1 
on Beginning Read i n g.n Unpubli shed Doctor's thesis , I, 
Boston University, Sch ool of Education . 1943. 
----- ------ - -
Kelly states: 
l. Long sounds of vowels in the middl e 
of the word range in the following 
order from easy to d ifficult 
e a u o i 
2. Short sound of vowels in the middle 
of the word are more difficult to 
he o.r than consonants as beginning 
sourrl s. 
3 . Long sounds of vowels in the middle 
of. the word are more difficult to 
hear than consonants a s beginning 
sounds with the e xception of the 
vowel e . y 
Durre l l says the best letters wi th ·which to start 
are f h 3. ch 1 and m. Initial blends should follow 
then f inal blends . 
y Kelly, Helen I. uRelative OPder of Auditory Perception 
of Word Elements. 11 Unpublished !'lias t er r s thesis , 
Boston University, School of Education. 1948. 
DurPell, Donald D. and Sullivan, Helen B. and 
Murphy, Helen A. Building Word Power. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson: ~-Jorld Book Com9any. 1941. 
Revised 1945. 
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Hester in her s tudy found blending W8.S more difficult 
than the sounding of s i ngle letters . 'l'his is her order 
of d i f.ficu l ty 
--
hard t o easy: 
a X u i w 1 h e 
..... 
b ;r 0 d v n a _g 
-
r z i f E. m c k 
-
s t 
The letter blends: 
tw cl sw ch dr fl 
s m wh sk th tr br ~ sh 
gj 
Bi ggy found _g to be the e a sies t initi a l consonant 
in audi t o ry discrimination f or the group tested. The 
most d iff icult ini t ial c ons onant was ~; r was mor e difficult 
than _g, though not as d iff icult as h. Both h and s were 
found to be similarly difficult to d istinguish, bu t s the 
more dif fi cult of the t vm . It was found 12. j_ n wer e 
more d ifflcul t than ~' but the tbree appe 2.red to be 
relatively difficult . The sound o f t was f ound to b e more 
difficul t thru~ n aDd 1 more difficul t than t. The m s ound 
·vn:ts more difficult than 1. The most difficult initial 
y Hester , Kathleen B. il A ::Jtudy of Phone tic Difficulties 
in Re a.ding.n Elemente..ry School Journal. 53: 171- 173. 
November 1942 . 
Bi ggy , M. Vir•ginia. HThe Establishmen t o:C Re l ati ve Order J 
of Dif.f icul ty of Word Element s in Aud i tory Discrimina t ion . 'j 
Unpublishe~l Mast e; r 1 s thesis , Boston University , School 
of Educ ati on . 1945. 
==--=-·-- - - - - - --- - -·- -- - -
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consonants we r e w and v . 
The relative order of di f ficulty of initial blends 
ch e a si es t of initial blends tested 
sh mos t difficult 
ch l eas t difficult r;a s found to be more d ifficult 
than g the e as iest initial consonant 
sp more diff' icul t t ha_Yl ch but of similar d i fficulty 
t o tr and st . 
- -
The most d iff'icul t ble n :l sh , wa s fo u nd to b e approxi ma tely 
comparable in d i ff icul t y to w a nd v the most dif.fi cul t 
i n itial consonants . 
The relative order of difficulty of f i nal cons onants 
y_ the e a siest to discriminate , while d v.ras the 
mos t difficult. 
s was fair l y comparable to Y..' but both ~ and 2 
a s relatively e a sy fina l consonant s were found 
t o be equal in difficul t y to t he most d.if.ficult 
initial consonants . Al l but the first two f'inal 
cons onants - namely :I. and !:!. were f'ound to be 
more clif :l:'icult than the mo st d i.fficult initi a l 
consonm1. ts .. 
The order of d if.ficulty of those l etter s used as b o th 
beginni ng and fina l c onson~m t s. 
Si x conson n ts used and tested both as initial and final. 
The easiest final consonant in grouping 1,.-;·as f ound to 
have a h~ gher percent of error than the mos t d if f i cul t 
f!====-=c....=....=== ---- - ~-- --- - ··----
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beginning consonant. 
•: The easiest t o distingu_ i sh bo th as f i nal and initial 
; 
i ~ 
,, 
1: 
I ~ 
~ ! 
., 
consonant was s. The easiest ini tial consonant and 
second mos t difficult final consonant was E • It was twic e 
e_s easy to distingui sh l when used as a final consonant 
•· 
as when used as a beginning consonant . As an initial 
and f inal consonant n was found to remain in the same 
pos ition. As an initial consonant 12. v.ra s found to be 
t wice as easy as v•ihen used as a final consonant. It was 
more d ifficult t o dist inguish t as a beginning consonant 
than as a final consonant . 
-----;: ---=-- - - --
SEX DIF"F:'ERl:.~J.'TCES IN AUDITORY ABILITY 
1 
Davidson i n her study fou nd that there is no apparent 
d ifference in auditory discrimination i n k indergarten boys 
and girls. In the first gr ade there is a l a~ger percent of 
boys than girls who n~de ten out of the eleven types of 
errors studied . y 
Carro11 reports that there is a tendency for girls 
to be better than boys in the auditory discrimina tion 
required to distinguish between sounds and words. Also 
girls are superior to boys in v isual d iscrimination for 
l ength of words. y 
Kennedy state s that the auditory acuity of b oys 
at lmver age levels is superior to girls, while girl s 
exceed boys a t t he fifte en year level. y 
Reymert and Rotman report tha t there is a genera l 
i rnprovemen t in hearing with age. Children over t,erel ve 
had better hearing than those under t welve. 
y David son, Helen P. 11 A Study of the Confusing Letters 
B, D, P, and Q." Pedagogical SeminElry and Journal 
of Genetic Psychol ogy. 47: 458 -468; Decemberl936. 
y C8..rroll, Mar jorie. 11 Se x Differences in Reading Readiness 11 
Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, School 
of Educ a tion, 1941. 
y Kennedy, Helen. 11 A Study of Children 1 s Hear ing as it 
Relates to Heading . 11 Journal of Experimental 
Education. 10 : 238 - 245; Jun e 1942. 
Reymert, Martin L. and Rotman, Marion. ~ ~ Auditory 
Changes in Children From Ages Ten to Ei ghteen. 11 
J ournal of Genetic Psychology. 68 : 181 - 187; 
June 1942. 
fl=-=-;--~-=---====-=-==--·=-==-~--==---=---==-=---- -=- -=--=-==-=-=·- =---=------ - ----- ----, 
Crossley in her stu.dy found that the difference 
between the scores of the boys and girls was not 
statistically significant in either the Novemb er or March 
testing . The difference between boys and girls was not 
statistically significant in any ability measured • 
.1/ Crossley, Beatrice A. 11 .An Evaluation of the Ef'fect 
of' Lantern Slides on Auditory and Visual Discl"'iminr:tion 
of' VJord Elements . " Unpublished Doc tor's Dissertation, 
Boston University, School of' EducB.tion, 1948. 
~== ==-=-==-tl=-='-==-· ·- - - -- . 
AGE AS A FAG~'OR I N AUDI~'ORY SKILLS 
-- :v-
Davi dson states that the increase in abil i ty to 
d iscriminate between letters c omes with increasing mental 
maturity and especially with experience wi th the confusing 
letters .2_ , £, .£ and .9.• Wi th u se and prac tice they come to 
be rec ognized as different letter s. 
Dav i dson reports further that the greatest decreas e 
in errors for d and b , q and .£ and b a.Yld d is between 
mental age interv als 7 - 0 to 7 - 5 and 7 - 6 t o 7 - 11 . 
The greatest increase in ability to selec t .9. and b 
without eJ•ror occurs at this poi nt while for d it comes 
six months later . 
Davidson goes on to say that it is not until the 
mental a g e of' at least seven and one-half years is reached 
that there is a distinct increase in ability to avoid 
d - b , Q- .9., and b - d confusions and in ability to 
select d - .9. and b without error . y -
Kennedy states that there ru·e significant differences 
in the mean aud i tory acuity of children betv:een the ages 
of six and fifteen years . The differences are most 
lf Davidson, He len P . 11 A Study of the Confusing Letters 
b , d, p and q . 11 Pedagogica~. Se:rn..inary and Journal 
of Genetic Psychology . 47: 4 58 - 468 ; December 1936. 
Ken.nedy , Helen. 11 A Study of Children's Hee.ring as it 
Rela.tes to Readi ng . 11 Journal of Experimental Education . 
10: 238 - 245 ; Jun el942. 
--------- - ------- ---
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evid ent between the six and s even year old leve ls, seven 
ru1d e i ght and t welve and fifteen. No significant differences 
were found between the e i ght , ten, and. t welve year old 
groups . 
_y' 
Dolch state s that one h y p othesis is that the ability 
to learn an·1 to use p rincip les of phonics is closely 
connected vii th the inci'ease in mental age . y 
Wilson gives a report resulting from a study of 
r eading progress in the kindergarten and pri m."qry grades 
carried on i n the Horace Mann School, T . c. during four 
year s . The study indicated. basic i mportance of certain 
l ette r abilities i n the mastery of the mechanics of' reading . 
This paper g ives :further evidence of the n atural ea.J."ly 
and extens ive a ttention y oung child ren g ive to the form 
and sound of letters in a progroessive type school . 
1/ Dolch , E . W. and Bloomaster , M. 11 Phonic Readiness . H 
Elementary School Journal. 38: 201 - 205 ; 
November 1937. 
Wilson, F'ranl-r: T . and F'leming, Cecile W. uLetter 
Consciousn.ess of Beginners in Reading . 11 · ? ectap;ogical 
Seminary end Journ al of Genetic Psychology . 
53: 273 - 285; December 1938. 
!i 
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i; 
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The research in the field indicates the importance 
of auditory discrimination and also certa in di.fficul ties 
which are evident. Ther efore, the purpose of this study 
r; 
:: is to analyze the NasonPhonic Test i~o d_iscover, i.f possible , 
additional information about certain v10rd elements. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF 'l'HE STUDY 
.Y 
Nason made available to the writers the phonics 
test which had been given to nine hundred eleven children 
in first grades and seven hundred seventy one children 
in second grades of five communities in June of 1949. 
The test included forty multiple-choice items. 
Fifteen items measured beginning sounds; five items 
phono~Bms; five items final consonaDts and fifteen items 
initi al and final sounds combined. 
'I'here was a choice from three words for each item. 
'I'he words wer e not in their reading vocabularies and were 
not to be pronounced by either the children or the teacher 
during the test. UnfeJTiiliar words were del iberately 
chosen in order to test the visual transfer of the sounds 
i n the words pronounced. The children were to circle the 
word that contained the same sound as the word pronounced 
by the teacher. 
y Nason, Doris, ~tPhonic Analys is 'l'es tn, Un,published , 
Boston University , 1950 . 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST 
---
In item one the children were instructed to look at 
row number one on their papers, and to dravr a circle around 
the mrd in row one t h at begins with the same sound as · 
fall . 
tranqui l familiar vagabond 
In row two put a circle around the word that begins like 
summer. 
matter rapidity separated 
Row three - - Mark the word that begins like gate. 
geyser capitulate petal 
Row four 
--
IVTark the word that begins lHce ladder. 
lucl{ differ Vianc erer 
Row fi ve -- Mark the word that begins like today. 
deck temperature highVIay 
Row six -- Me.rk the word that begins like yellow. 
wisdom yacl1.t volcano 
Row seven -- Mark the ·word that begins like ~· 
gasoline kaolin l ar i at 
Row e ight -- Mark the word tha t begins like v isit . 
fault vein weight 
Row nine -- Mark the word that begins like plant. 
document blossom plentiful 
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Row ten -- Mark the \IOPd that begins l i ke dress. 
jonquils drouth bronco 
How eleven -- Mark the word that begins like third. 
thorough favor tattered '\ 
Row twelve 
--
Mar•k the word that begins like black. 
broadcast blizzard domestic 
Row thirteen Mark the word that begins lilce chair. 
choice con.fer classic 
Row fourteen -- Mark the word that begins like guick . 
guard creak quotation 
Row fifteen Mark the word that begi ns like whi te . 
thistles whirled hatchet 
Row sixteen Mark the word that rhymes with sing. 
silky remembering napki n 
Row seventeen -- Mark the word that r hymes with sent . 
senator dep artment stimulant 
Row eighteen 1:1ark the word that rhy-mes with ran . 
specimen caravan raffia 
Row nineteen -- Mark the vrord that rhymes with bus. 
bungalow r•adius s wish 
Row twenty -- Mark the word that rhymes with rock. 
roster struck d rydock 
' 
- i __ 
··· r . - - ~ -- .. . :- -:- -
Listen to the sound at the end of the word . 
Row t wenty-one - - Draw a circle arotu~d the word that 
ends like crab. 
c r owd grasp job 
Row twenty-two -- Mro~k the word that ends lik e flag . 
flutter blood tug 
Row twenty-three -- Mark the word that ends like bus . 
loss bantam lynx 
Row twenty- four -- Marlr the word that ends like he.lf. 
locust hearty grief 
Row twe;nty-five -- Mark the word that ends like p icnic . 
p iccolo fantast ic benefit 
Row twenty- six rJark the word that begins and ends 
like :eark . 
peacock der•rick pardon 
Row twenty-seven -- Mar k the word that begins and end s 
like watch. 
water workbench lurch 
Row t wenty-eight -- Mar k the word that begins and ends 
like fr i ghten 
f'ront ier frozen tradition 
Row twenty- nine Mark the word that begins and ends 
lik.e dirt. 
davenport disease pro tect 
Ro·w thirty -- 1-:Iark the word that begins and ends like r ock . 
rotation remark needlework 
' I 
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Row thirty-one -- Mark the word that begins and ends like 
glad. 
claimed g listened g lee 
Row thirty-two Mark the wo rd that begins and ends like 
bell . 
bullet farev;rell bushel 
Row thirty- three -- Mark the v1 ord that begins and end s 
l i ke candy. 
candidate generally cordially 
Row thirty-four Mark the word that beg ins ~md ends lik e 
ham. 
helium happiness l oom 
Row thirty-five -- Mark the word that begins and ends like 
rush. 
rusty radish foolish 
Row thirty-s ix -- Mark the wo1~d that begi ns and ends like 
rr!arbles. 
noodles rr1.a.rgin measles 
Row thirty- sev en -- Mark the word that begins and ends like 
tried . 
dreamed tr ans fer trampled 
Row thirty-eight -- Mark the word that begins and ends like 
stop . 
stirrup stir clamp 
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Row thirty-nine Mark the word that begins and ends like 
jig. 
.jog jib .fig 
Row f'orty -- Mark the word that begins and end s like not. 
rot nicest notion 
Each test item counted one point of' score. The total 
possible score was forty. 
The errors on each item were tabulated . This data 
was analyzed to find the relative order of difficulty of 
initial consonants and blends , p honograms, !: final consonants " 
and beginning ru1d final sounds. 
The mean score a nd standard neviation were found .for 
each comrnt.mi ty in each grade. The mean scol"'e and standard 
deviat ion of the total scores wer e f'ou~d in Grade One and 
Grade Two . 
Each item v: as analyzed a ccording to one-hundred high 
ji 
l ~ 
'I II 
i' 
scores and one-hundred low scores in each gr•ade . I' From these ,i 
results the percent of correct responses , the p ercent of 
:I I· 
il 
!! the standard error of cliffer er:tce, and the ~~ y :j difference, 
critical ratio were f ound. The Edgerton Tables were used ·1 :, ,, 
to find the staL\dard. error of' percent. 
l/ Edger t on, H. A., and Patterson, D. G., 11Table of 
Standard Errors and Prob c.ble Er r ors of _ Percentages 
.for Va.rying Numbers of Cases , 11 Journal of Applied 
Psychology, 10 : 378- 391; Septemb er 1926 . 
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Th e items were analyzed according to sex and by 
grades to find the percent of correct responses, the 
p ercent of differences, the standard error of difference 
and the critical ratio. 
The results of the analysis are presented in the . next 
chapter . 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
--
The purpose of this s t udy wa s to establ i sh :=_ 1~el ative 
order of difficulty of beginning consonants and blends , 
and of final consonants and blends. 
The results of the test described in Chapter Two 
were analyzed to find : 
1 . The relative order of difficulty of 
initial consonants and blends tested . 
2 . The r e l a tive 01~er of difficulty of 
phonograms tested. 
3. The relative order of difficulty of 
final consonants . 
4. The relative order of difficulty of 
beginning and final sounds combined . 
5 . Sex differ ences in the same four functions . 
6 . Grade differences in the same four functions. 
The tests were given to nine hundred snd eleven 
first grade children and seven hundred and seventy- one 
second grade children in five communities . 
The mean scores were found for each gr ade according 
t o cmmmmi ties . The mean scores were also found for boys 
and girls in each conmrunity . 
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TABLES FOR GRADE ONE 
Table 1. Table one shows the me an scores for the 
first grades of the five communities 
Community 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
Total 
Number 
255 
234 
200 
99 
123 
911 
Mean 
27.42 
29.23 
28 . 62 
24. 61 
24 . 39 
27 . 43 
S. D. 
9.33 
8.01 
8.46 
8.40 
10.23 
8.91 
This table shows that from a total of 911 scores 
t h e Mean was 27.43 and the Standard Deviation was 8.91. 
The rang e of the scores wa s from 0 to 40. 
'l1here Vi ere 24 perfect scores. Communj_ ty A had 
8 perfe ct scores; Communi ty B had 4 perfect scores; 
Comrm1ni ty C had 5 perfect scores; Cow.mu.ni ty D had none 
and Cow~_nity E had 7 perfect scores . 
I 
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Table 2 
Number Sound 
14 qu 
11 th 
12 bl 
13 ch 
10 dr 
8 v 
9 p1 
4 1 
3 g 
7 k 
15 wh 
6 y 
5 t 
1 r 
2 s 
Relative Order or Dirriculty or Initial Sounds 
Percent s. E. 
or or 
Item Errors Percent 
beginning blend 64.54 .016 
begi:n.ning blend 44.45 .016 
beginning blend 36.33 .016 
beginning blend 34 .02 .016 
beginning blend 29.63 .015 
beginning consonant 23.71 .014 
beginning blend 23.60 .014 
beginning consonant 17.89 .012 
beginning consonant 16.57 .012 
beginning consonant 13.61 .011 
beginning blend 12.07 .011 
begin..ning consonant 11.63 .010 
beginning consonant 10. 20 .009 
beginning consonEmt 8.56 .009 
beginning consonant 8.34 .009 
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Table 2 (continued) Relative Order of Difficulty 
of Phonograms 
Percent s . E. 
of of 
Number Sound Item Errors Percent 
17 ent rhyming 69 .59 .015 
20 ck rhyming 60 . 48 .016 
18 an rhyming 52.34 . 017 
16 ing rhyming 48.51 .017 
19 us rhyming 44 .01 .01 6 
Relative Order of Difficulty of Final Consonants 
21 b final consonant 45 .99 .016 
25 c final consonant 38 . 41 .016 
22 g final consonant 37 . 10 .016 
24 f final consonant 32.16 .015 
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Table 2 (concluded) Initial and Final Sounds 
Item 
Number Sound Type of Item 
33 
37 
32 
40 
28 
31 
36 
39 
35 
29 
34 
26 
27 
30 
38 
c - y 
tr - d 
b - 1 
n - t 
fr - n 
gl - d 
m - les 
j - g 
r - sh 
d - t 
h- m 
p - k 
w - ch 
r - ck 
st - p 
initial consonant 
final consonant 
initial blend 
final consonant 
initie~ consonant 
final consonant 
initial consonant 
final consonant 
initial blend 
~inal consonant 
initial blend 
final consonant 
initial consonant 
final blend 
initial consonant 
final consonant 
initial consonant 
final blend 
initial consonant 
final consonant 
initial consonant 
final consonant 
initial consonant 
final consonant 
initial consonant 
final blend 
initial consonant 
final bleni 
inittal blend 
final consonant 
-7_----.- - - --- - -
Percent 
of 
Error 
58.05 
38.30 
34 .57 
30 .36 
31.50 
31.28 
30.85 
28 . 43 
27 . 33 
26 .01 
24 . 69 
23 . 27 
22 .06 
21 .62 
20.85 
-------
- - - - -
S. E. 
of 
Percent 
.016 
.016 
.016 
.016 
.015 
.015 
.015 
.015 
.015 
.015 
. 614 
.014 
.014 
.013 
.013 
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Table 2 shows thB.t in beginning sounds _9.£ was the most 
difficult item. The five items with the greatest percent 
of errors were blends . 'l1b.e four easiest i terns were single 
consonants. 
S had only 8.34% of errors compared to a high of 
64.54~£ for ~· 
In t h e rhyme s ~had 69 .59% of errors with u s 
h aving 44 .01 %. Ent had the greatest percent of error of 
any word in the whole test. 
In the fin a l consonant s s was the easiest . F vtas 
i n second place. The s e two sounds h ad the same position 
a s in beginning s ou nds. The percent of error was gre a ter 
in the f ina l consonants. 
Final consonants s 27.55% 
f 32.16% 
Beginning sounds s 
-
8 'Z 4 d 
• 0-10 
f 8. 56~~ 
In t h e beg inning and ending sound group ~ - z had 
the gre a test percent of error 58.05,% . St - E h ad only 
20 . 85,% of error. 
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Table 3 Re l ative Order or Difficulty of Phonetic 
Elements 
Item 
Number 
17 
14 
20 
33 
18 
16 
21 
11 
19 
25 
37 
22 
12 
32 
13 
40 
24 
28 
31 
Phonetic 
Elements 
ent 
qu 
ck 
c - y 
an 
ing 
b 
th 
us 
c 
tr - d 
o· 
0 
bl 
b - 1 
ch 
n - t 
f 
f - n 
g l - d 
Tyve of Item 
rhyme 
beginning blend 
rhyme 
beginning consonant 
end i ng consona nt 
rhyme 
rhyme 
final consonan.t 
beginning blend 
rhyme 
f inal consonant 
beginning blend. 
final consonant 
final consonant 
beginning blend 
beginning consonant 
final consonant 
beginni ng blend 
be gi~~ing consonant 
final consonant 
final consonant 
beginning consonant 
final consonant 
beginning blend 
final consonant 
Percent 
of 
Error 
69 .59 
64 . 54 
60.48 
58 .05 
52.34 
48 . 51 
45.99 
44 . 4 5 
44 . 01 
38 . 41 
38 .30 
37.10 
36 . 33 
34.5'7 
34.02 
33 .36 
32.16 
31.50 
31 .28 
S . E. 
Percent 
.015 
.016 
.016 
.016 
.017 
.017 
. 016 
.016 
.016 
.016 
.016 
.ul6 
.016 
.u16 
.016 
.016 
.015 
.015 
.015 
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Table 3 {continued) 
Percent 
Item Phonetic of s . E. ,. 
Number Element •rype of Item Error Percent :o 
•' 
36 r.a. - les beginning sound 30.85 .015 
final blend 
10 dr beginning b lend 29 . 63 .015 ,• 
I 
39 j 
-
g beginning consonant 28.43 .015 
final consonant 
23 s final consonant 27 . 55 . 015 
,, 
35 r 
-
sh beginning consonant 27 . 33 .015 
:final blend 
29 d - t beginning consonant 26 .01 .015 
final consonant 
34 h - m beginn ing consonant 24 . 69 .014 
final consonant 
8 v beginn ing consonant 23.71 .014 
9 p beginning consonant 23 . 60 .014 li ,, 
26 p - k beginning consonant 23.27 .014 
final consonant i' 
,i 
I ~ 
27 w - ch beginning consonant 2 2.06 .014 :I ., 
final blend 1: ,, ;I 
30 r 
-
ck beginning consonant 21.62 .013 
final biend 
38 st 
-
p beginning b lend 20.85 .013 
final consonant I' ! 
t, 
4 1 beginning consonant 17.89 .012 I: I· 
3 g beg inning consonant 16 .57 .012 
7 k beginning consonant 13.61 .011 
15 wh beginning blend 12.0? .011 
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Table 3 
' li 
li Item 
11 Number 
I• 6 II 
'I I. 
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(concluded ) 
Phonetic 
Element 
y 
t 
f 
s 
Type of Item 
beginning consonant 
b e ginning cons onant 
be g inning consonant 
begi nning c onsonant 
Percent 
of 
Error 
11 . 63 
10. 20 
8 . 56 
8 .34 
;i This t able shov1s the ord er of difficulty of the 
I 
I• 
S . E . 
Percent 
.010 
.009 
. 009 
.009 
1! forty i terns . I tem 1 '7 - a rhyming item - had 69 .59% of 
ii 
1; errors , while ~ - a be g inning sound - had only B. 34;% of 
ll ;I 
i ~ 
I! 
i ~ 
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errors. 
Of the five items with the greatest percent of errors , 
three are rhyming items, one a beginning blend a nd one 
a beginning and ending comb ination• 
The f ive lowe st p ercent of e rror s are fol~ beginning 
sounds and one blend , ~, f, t, y and wh . 
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Table 4 
Number 
of' 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2 2 
I ndivi dual I tern Anal ysis 
Percentages of' 
Correct Responses 
Hi gh Low 
100 100 
Pupi l s Pupil s 
98 
100 
98 
98 
99 
99 
100 
96 
89 
91 
7 3 
88 
95 
,-. Ll. 0~ 
98 
83 
38 
7 8 
84 
62 
87 
95 
65 
67 
42 
33 
56 
58 
47 
34 
29 
28 
28 
27 
28 
19 
57 
17 
15 
13 
23 
16 
16 
16 
nirf' . rt 
33 
33 
56 
6 5 
43 
41 
53 
62 
60 
63 
45 
61 
67 
45 
41 
66 
23 
65 
61 
46 
71 
7 9 
s . E. 
Percen t 
.046 
.046 
.016 
. 016 
.050 
.049 
. 017 
. 016 
.016 
.016 
.050 
.016 
. 016 
.050 
.049 
.016 
. 042 
.016 
.016 
.050 
. 015 
.013 
C . R . 
7. 17 
7. 1 7 
35 .00 
40. 62 
8 . 60 
8 . 36 
31.17 
38.75 
37. 50 
39 . 37 
9 . 00 
38 .12 
41 . 87 
9 . 00 
8 . 36 
41 . 25 
5 . 47 
40. 62 
38 .1 2 
9 . 20 
47. 33 
60.77 
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'T able 4 (Concluded) 
Percentages of 
Correct Res;eonses 
Number High Low 
of 100 100 
I tem Punils Pupils 
23 97 34 
24 96 18 
25 84 16 
26 99 27 
27 98 38 
28 91 27 
29 96 29 
30 97 35 
31 87 31 
3 2 91 25 
33 63 15 
34 95 30 
35 94 30 
36 9 2 27 
37 77 17 
38 99 36 
39 91 27 
40 89 29 
Diff . ct s . E. (0 
Percent 
63 .016 
78 .014 
68 . 015 
72 ~015 
60 .016 
64 .016 
67 .016 
62 .016 
56 .016 
66 .016 
48 .050 
65 .016 
64 .016 
65 .016 
60 .016 
6 3 . 016 
64 .016 
60 .016 
c . R. 
39.37 
55 .71 
45.33 
48 . 00 
37.50 
40.00 
41 . 8? 
38 .75 
35.00 
41. 20 
9 . 60 
40. 63 
40.00 
40.63 
37 . 50 
39 . 38 
40 .00 
37.50 
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Table 4 shows the results of a random sampling of one 
hundred high scores ranging from 35 to 39 and one hundred 
low scores rangi ng from 0 to 17. i· 
G had the gr•eatest p ercent of difference . In the u pper 
group 95% had correc t responses and 16% in the lower group 
making a difference of 79 '/a . 
F had 96%' of correct responses in the upper group 
and 18% in the lower group . 
I n the beginning and ending group ~ - k had 99% 
correct responses i n the u pper group and 27% in the lo·wer 
group . 
F and ~ had a h i gh percent of correct responses for 
both groups vihi le t, y_ and wh are next . 
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In the rhyming element ent had only 38% correct 
I· II 
r•esp on.ses 1! 
i n the high group and 15% in the low group . 
In every item the critical ratio is significant . 
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Table 5 The Range of Total Scores of Boys and Girls 
in Relation to Possible Scores 
Boys 
Girls 
Totals 
Number 
503 
408 
911 
Mean S.D. 
26.74 9 .18 
28.29 
27. 43 8.91 
Table five shows the mean for boys and girls. 
The me an score for the girls was 28 . 29 . Th e mean .for t he 
boys was 26 .74. The boys had three zero scores and a 
total of thirteen scores of 40. One girl h ad a low of 1. 
The g irls had eleven scor es o.f 40 . 
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Table 6 shows that in only three items the boys had 
higher scores than t he g irls. 'l'he se three items - 1 4, 17 
and 20 - were the ones having the greatest p ercent o~ error 
in t_h.e ;;;hole test. 
In all items excep t 1, 11 snd 25 the cr.i tical ratio 
is signi~icant . 
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TJillLES FOR GRft»E TWO 
Table 1. 'l'able one shows the mean scores f'or the 
second grade of' the f'ive communities 
Cormnuni ty Number Mean S. D. 
A 211 33.88 6 . 11 
B 182 33 .05 1.13 
c 169 34.02 4.82 
D 98 36.12 4.08 
E 101 28.80 7.80 
Total 771 34.07 5.94 
This table shows f'rom the total of' 771 tests the 
mean score was 34.07. The ra.nge of' the scores was f'rom 
eleven to f'orty. The standard deviation was 5.94. 
The cowmunities ranged f'rom 28.80 in community E 
to 36.12 in community D. 
Comrrv~ity A had 32 per f'ect scores; B 14 perf'ect 
scores; C 15 perf'ect scores; Community D with 17 and 
E with 1 perf'ect score. 
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Table 2. Relative Order of' Dif'ficulty of Initial Sounds 
liTumber Type Percent S.E . 
of' of' of' of' 
Item Sound Item Error Percent I' I 
I· 
ol 
14 qu beginning blend 32 .01'7 
,. 
•I 
12 bl beginning b lend 21.67 .015 
11 th beginning blend 20.75 .014 
13 ch beginning blend 13. 8;7 .012 
10 dr beginning blend 8.30 .010 
4 1 beginning consonant '7 .91 .009 I ;I 
8 v beginning consonant 6 . 8'7 . 009 II il 
li 
3 g beginning consonant 6 . 8 '7 .009 il 
II 
9 pl beginning blend 6 .'74 .009 II 
1\ 
I 
2 s beginning consonant 5.96 .008 
i! 
6 y beginning consonant 5 . 05 .008 
5 t beginning consonant 4.88 . 007 
15 wh beginning blend 3.76 . 006 
'7 k be giP..ni ng consonant 3 . 3 '7 .006 
1 f' b eginning consonant 2 .59 .005 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Relative Order o:f Dif fi cul ty of Phonograms 
Number Percent s. E. d ,. 
of of of jl 1: 
Item Sound T;yJ2e of Item Error Percent :I 
17 ent rhyming 46.7 .018 
:I 
.01'7 I· 20 ock rhyming 34.2 li 
18 an rhyming 30.7 .016 li I! 
'I I• 
19 us rhyming 22 . 56 .015 I! :, 
I• 
16 ing rhyming 18.93 .014 I! 
II I; 
I 
., 
Relative Order of Difficulty of Pinal Consonants II 
,, 
Number Percent s . !; E. II 
of of of :I 
'I Item Sound T;ype of Item Error Percent I! 
21 b final consonant 25 .016 
25 c finB.l consonant 18.41 .014 
22 g final consonant 1 2.32 .01 2 
23 s final consonant 12.32 .012 
24 f final consonant 8 .82 .011 
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Table 2 shows that ...9:!:!: is the hardest of the beginning 
sounds for the child to hear, wi t:p. 32Jb of the children 
having this item incorrect. It is apparent in this table 
that blends are the hardest to hear for the five items 
with the highest percent of error are blends. The 
a! consonant f is the easiest wi th 2.59~ making incorrect 
responses onthis item. 
The table also shows that ent is the most difficult 
of the rhymes vvi th 46.7% having made incorrect responses 
on this item. It also shows that ing was the easiest 
rhyming element. 
The final consonant b the most difficult; and final 
f with the lowest percent of error. 
For the combination of beginning and ending sounds 
c and y_ showed the highest percent of error and .l2. and 
k the lowest. 
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1: Table 3 
i! 
II 
n 
' I 
'I ;I 
Relative Order of' Difficulty of Phonetic 
Elements 
I' ,I 
.I Item Phonetic 
Percent 
of' 
Error u 
:j 
II il 
r, 
it 
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i! 
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,I 
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" II 
!i 
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i! 
'i 
:I 
II 
•' ,,
r' ,. 
•' !I 
Number 
17 
33 
20 
14 
18 
21 
19 
12 
37 
40 
11 
16 
25 
28 
39 
32 
31 
' i- - - - - -- ---
-- i ·-·-·-- - ·-
Ji 
I• 
!I 
:I 
!; 
Element 
ent 
c - y 
ock 
qu 
an 
b 
us 
bl 
tr 
- d 
n - t 
th 
ing 
c 
f'r 
- n 
j - g 
b 
- l 
gl 
-
d 
Type of' Item 
rhyme 
Beginning consonant 
ending consonant 
rhy.me 
beginning blend 
rhyme 
final consonant 
rhy.111e 
beginning blend 
beginning blend 
.final consonant 
beginning consonant 
final consonant 
beginning blends 
rhyme 
final consonant 
beginning blend 
final consonant 
beginning consonant 
final consonant 
be g inning consonant 
final consonant 
beginning blend 
final consonant 
46 .7 
38.1 
34 . 2 
32 
30.7 
25 
22.56 
21.67 
21.67 
21 .41 
2G.75 
18 .93 
18.41 
17.12 
16.08 
15.95 
15.17 
S. E. 
Percent 
.018 
.017 
.017 
.017 
.016 
.016 
. U15 
. 0 15 
.015 
.015 
.014 
.014 
.014 
.014 
.013 
.013 
.013 
--- ~::=:-----.----~-
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Table 3 (Continued) 
Item Phonetic 
;. Number Element Tvue o:f Item 
·' d p ,, 13 ch b eginning blend 
36 m 
-
les beginning consonant 
" 
:final blend 
'I 
" '• ,, 22 fl - g beginning blend ' I !! :fin al consonant I• II 
!: 23 final consonant s 
:i 24 :r final consonant 
II 27 w - ch beg inning consonant ,, 
1: :final blend 
.! 
:r 
' 35 r - sh beginning consonant 
.final blend 
29 d - t beginning consonant 
'I 
:I 
final consonant 
I! 
·' 
'i 34 h 
-
m beginning consonant 
" j; final consonant 
I, 
I' 
" 38 st - p b e g inning blend 1: 
I! 
final consonant 
10 dr b eginn ing blend ;, 
i; 
li 30 beginnin g consonant :I r - ck 
;, fina l blend 
o! 
.i 
.i 4 1 b e ginning consonant 
,I 
" :i 
3 beginning consonant ., g I' 
J! I 8 v beginning consonant :I 
;i 
I ~ 26 p 
-
k be g inning consonant 
,. 
final conson ant :j 
., 
H 9 pl beginning blend ,. i1 ,, 
,; 
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1 Table 3 (Concluded) 
i 
I 
I Percent 
I. Item Hu mber Phonetic :;::;lement Ty De of' I tem of' s .E. 1!-;r1•or Percent 
2 s beg inning cons onnnt 5 . 96 . 008 
6 y beg inning consona nt 5.05 .008 
5 t beginni ng consonant 4 .28 .00 '7 
15 ·wh begi nning blend 3 .'76 .006 
'7 k begi nning consonant 3.37 .006 
1 f' be g i nning consonant 2 .59 .005 
'l'able 3 shows th~?.t the rhyming element ent has t he 
h i ghest percent of' error. The five elements with t he highe st 
percent o:f incorrec t responses were rhyming ent ; b e g inning c 
and final J[_; r hyn1ing ock; beginning _9.!:! and rbyming _gg 
in order of' the ir de cres.si ng d i :fficul t y. 
The five elements •Ni th the lowest eri•or of' percent 
are beginning sounds with f our s i ngle consonants snd one 
b lend shovdng the greatest number of cor rect responses . 
They are in order of' d ecreasing difficulty: 
t wh k and f. 
1 
I 
I! 
Table 4 Individual I tem Analy sis 
Percentages of 
Correct R~sponses 
Number Hi gh Low 
of 100 100 
Item Pupils Pup i ls 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
t:' 0 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1 ~ 
_o 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
100 
100 
97 
97 
100 
100 
100 
97 
99 
97 
87 
82 
96 
73 
97 
85 
63 
82 
90 
80 
93 
93 
90 
77 
78 
86 
85 
91 
79 
78 
73 
54 
53 
'71 
37 
93 
49 
28 
39 
41 
38 
30 
Diff . % 
7 
10 
20 
19 
14 
15 
9 
18 
21 
24 
33 
29 
25 
36 
4 
36 
35 
43 
49 
63 
S . E . 
Percent 
.0 26 
. 030 
.039 
.039 
. 035 
. 036 
.029 
. 038 
.041 
. 043 
.047 
. 046 
. 043 
.048 
.0 20 
.048 
.048 
.050 
.050 
. 049 
.048 
C. R. 
2 . 69 
5 . 12 
4 . 87 
4 . 00 
4 .17 
3 . 10 
4 .74 
5 .12 
5 . 58 
6 .30 
5 . 81 
7.50 
2 . 
7. 50 
7. 29 
8 . 60 
9 . 80 
8 .57 
1 3 .01 
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Table 4 shows the evidences of random saJnpling of 
two hundred t e sts . The one hundred high had scores from 
35 to 39; and the one hundl'"'ed low had scores of 11 to 30. 
Final b had the greate st percent of d ifference, with 
937'& c ol'"'rect responses in t he h igh group and 30 % correct 
responses in the low group, showi ng a difference of 63% 
and a critical rat io of 13.01. 
Beginning blend wh shows that 97% of the upper one 
h tmdred had correct response s and the lower group had 937t 
correct responses showing a difference of 4%, and a critical 
ratio of 2. 
Statis tically,this table s hows initial f, initia l k , 
initial wh were of the relatively s~ae difficulty for both 
the u pper and the lovver groups with low critica l ratios . 
Also, it shows that initial tr and final d combi ned, 
ini t i al r and f ina l sh , final c, f i nal g, and phono gram ~ 
had significant critical ratios showing tha t the element 
-, 
(1 
II 
1: 
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., 
II 
;j 
li 
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I 
'tvas mor e difficult f or the low group than for the high group. i! 
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Table 5 The Range of Total Scores of Boys and Girls 
in Relation to Possible Scores 
Boys 
Girls 
Totals 
Number 
382 
389 
'7'71 
Mean S. D. 
32.99 6 .5'7 
35.14 
34.07 5.94 
The range of the scores of the boys is eleven to 
forty. The range of the scores of the girls is twelve 
to f'orty. 
This table shows the mean score for the boys is 
32.99 and 35.14 for the girls. The standard deviation 
for the boys is 6 .5'7 and it is larger than the standard 
deviation of 5.09 for the girls . 
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Table 6 
I t em 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Item Analysis - Boys and Girls 
Percent of' 
Correct Resp onse s 
Boys Girls 
93 .5 
91 .9 
91 . 1 
95 .3 
96 .1 
96 . 3 
92.2 
93 .7 
89 . 5 
80 . 4 
77.0 
84 .8 
66 .2 
95.6 
79.6 
53.14 
65 .71 
72.0 
64 .4 
97 .1 2 
84 . 6 
98 . 2 
94.6 
94 . 3 
93 .1 
95 . 4 
94 . 6 
94.1 
92 . 8 
93 . 3 
78. 2 
79.7 
87 . 4 
71.1 
96 .9 
82.5 
53.49 
72.75 
82 .5 
67.02 
78.92 
90.8 
·--·- ·------
-- - - - - - -· ----
Di ff . 
Percent 
1.6 
1.1 
2 .4 
2 .0 
.1 
1.5 
.6 
1.9 
.9 
3 . 8 
2.2 
4 .9 
1.3 
2 .9 
.35 
7.04 
10.5 
1.6 
18.2 
6 . 2 
S . E. 
Percent 
.005 
.005 
.007 
.007 
.00 5 
.005 
.005 
.005 
. 005 
.009 
.007 
.007 
.007 
.OilO 
.005 
.007 
.005 
.013 
.015 
.005 
.018 
.012 
C. R. 
3.2 
2 . 2 
3 . 42 
2.86 
. 2 
3 .00 
1 . 2 
3 .8 
1.8 
4 . 22 
3 .14 
3.86 
3 .71 
4 . 9 
4 .14 
.7 
5 . 49 
7.0 
3.2 
10.11 
5.16 
!, ;: 
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I' 
,I 
II I 
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'I' able 6 shows tha t there is a d efinite sup eriority of 
t h e girls over the boys in r1u d i tory discriwination . In 
three items out of forty it is .found th 8_ t the boys have a 
highe r percent of correct responses than the g irls. 
They are - initial consonant~' with a small critical ratio; 
initial blend &, vvi th a small critical ratio; final 
consonant b has a very significa nt critical ratio of 10.1.1. 
Twenty-six items show significant evidence of sex 
d iff e r ences in the results of this test. The g irls are 
superior in the following items: 
initial - f , £, v, dr , th, ch, qu. 
ph onogre.ms - at, an, us . 
final - E and c. 
comb inat ion of initial and fine~ sounds - ~ - ch ; 
fr - .!! ; d - t ; r - clc; g l - d ; c - ;r ; h - !£; r - sh; 
m - les; j_ - g and n - t. 
'rhis table a lso shows tha t item 17 was no more 
diff i cult for the b oys than the girls with a critical r a tio 
of .7. 
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•rable 7 Individual Item .A..nalysis by Grades 
Percent oi' 
Correct Responses 
Item Diff . s. E. 
Number Grade I Gr•ade II Percent Percent c. R. 
1 91.44 9'7 . 4 5 . 56 . 00'7 '7 . 94 
2 91 . 66 93.03 1.37 .003 4 . 56 
3 8 3 . 43 93 .13 9 .7 .009 10.'77 ' ., 
4 82.11 92.09 9 . 98 .009 11.08 
5 89 . 80 93 .03 3.23 . 006 5 . 38 
6 88 . 38 94 .94 o . 56 . 008 8 .0 2 
7 86.39 96 . 63 10.24 . 010 10.24 
8 '76 . 29 93.13 16 . 84 . 012 14 . 03 
9 7 6 . 40 93.25 16. 8 5 .012 14 .04 
't 
10 70. 37 91 .57 21 . 20 .014 13 . 0 !I 
,I 
'I 
11 55.5 79 . 38 23 .88 .014 17.05 
1 2 63 . 67 78.3 14.63 .011 13 . 3 
13 65 .98 86.12 20.14 .013 15 . 49 
14 35.46 68.74 33 . 28 . 016 20.75 " i' ,, 
I• 
15 87.93 96 . 24 8.31 .009 9 . 23 ' I, 
[! 
' 16 51. 49 81 . 06 29 . 57 .015 19 .71 
,, 
it 
17 30.41 53 . 31 22 .9 .014 16.35 ,: 
il 
18 47.64 69 . 26 21 . 62 .014 15 . 4 J.! 
19 55 . 99 77 . 43 21.44 .014 15 . 31 
20 39 . 52 68 .73 29 . 21 .015 19. 47 
21 54 . 01 74 .97 20 .96 .013 16.12 
22 62 . 90 87.68 24 .78 .014 17.7 
,, 
,, 
·' 
Table '7 
Item 
Number 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2'7 
28 
29 
50 
31 
3 2 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
(concluded.) 
Percent of' 
Correct Responses 
Grade I 
7 2 . 45 
67 .84 
61.59 
'76.'74 
7'7. 94 
68 .50 
73. 99 
78.38 
68 .'7 2 
65 . 43 
41.94 
'75.32 
72. 6 '7 
69 .16 
61.70 
'79.15 
71. 5'7 
66 . 6 3 
DLf.f . 
Gr ade II Percent 
8 '7.68 15.23 
88 . 31 20.4'7 
81.58 19.99 
93 .13 
90 .14 
82 .89 
90 .92 
90 . 40 
84 .82 
84 .05 
61 . 8 '7 
91 .18 
90.53 
87. 29 
78.33 
91 .57 
83 .9 2 
78 . 59 
1 6 .39 
1 2. 20 
14.39 
16.93 
16.10 
18.62 
19.93 
15.86 
17.86 
18.13 
16.63 
12.42 
12.35 
11.96 
--- -- -- -·--- --- . -
-- -- ----·· - -- - --
S. E. 
Percent 
.012 
.013 
.013 
.012 
.011 
.011 
.012 
.011 
.01 2 
.013 
.013 
.01 2 
.012 
.013 
.01 2 
.011 
.011 
.010 
C. R. 
12 . 69 
15 .'74 
15 .15 
13.65 
11 .09 
13 .08 
14.10 
10.92 
13 . 42 
1 4 . 31 
15 . 33 
13 . 21 
14.88 
13. 94 
13. 85 
11 . 29 
11 . 23 
11.96 
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Table 7 shows statistica l evidence that in a ll the 
items the second grade had the higher percent of correct 
responses . 
Item 2 vaPied only 1.37~b with a c ritical ratio of 
4 .56. I t em 14 had the highest percent of d if'f'erence with 
a critical Patio of' 20.75. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SID!Th1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER I V 
Sffii/JJWARY .A_ND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of th ~L s study was to establish a relative 
order of difficulty of begi nni ng consonants and blends , 
end of final consonants end blends . 
The results of the test described in Chapter Two 
v.,rere analyzed to find : 
1 . The rel e.tive order of difficulty of 
i nitial c onsonants and blends tested . 
2 . The relative order of d ifficulty of 
phonograms te s ted . 
3 . The relative order of difficul ty of 
final consonants . 
4, . The relative order of d i fficulty of 
beginning and final sounds combined . 
5 . Sex differences in the same foul"' functions . 
6 . Grade differences in the same four functions . 
CONCLUSIONS 
1 . The relati ve order o f difficulty of 
initial sounds and blends. 
Grade One 
The initial blend .:!l!t wa s found 
to be the hardest initial sound 
:, 
·----h . ' 
I 
!I 
CONCLUSIONS (Continued) 
k , wh, x, ! , f , ~, fo l lowing in 
order of decreasing difficulty. 
Grade •.rwo 
The initial blend ~ wa s found to 
be the most difficult initia l sound 
in audi tory d iscrimina tion for the 
group tested. The initia l s ound s 
were a s follows in order of the ir 
decreasing d ifficulty: b l, th,ch , 
2 . Relative orde r of difficul t y of phonogr ams 
te sted in order of d ecreasing difficulty. 
Grade One 
ent , ock, ~' i ng, us . 
Gr ade 'l'vvo 
3 . Relative order of difficulty of final 
consonents. 
Gr ade One 
b, .Q, .f!.., f, s . 
Grade Two 
b , _£, .8,, §_, f . 
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CONCLUSIONS (Continued ) 
4 . Relative order of difficulty of initial 
and final sounds combined in order of 
decreasing d ifficulty. 
Grade One 
c - y; tr - d; b - l; n - t; fr - n; 
gl - d ; m les; j - g ; r - sh ; d - t ; 
h - m; p - k ; w - ch ; r - ck; st - p. 
Grade Two 
c - y; tr d; n - t; fr - n; j - g ; 
b 1; g l d; m - les; w - ch; r - sh; 
d - t; h - m; s t - p ; r - ck ; p - k . 
5. TheT'e were significant sex difference s in the 
results of the tests in both grades. The 
girls were ste_tistically higher in me an 
score and the p ercent of correct responses 
on the major i ty of items . 
6 . Grade Two h ad higher percent of corre ct 
responses on all items of the test . 
The educational implications of this study may be 
used by teachers of reading t o determine the phonetic 
element needing the most emphasis and t o decide which 
element to introduce first . 
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irect i ne for Phoni cs Tes· , 
(T.:-~:;,; Herds c•n the chi ldreu ' s papers ar·e not in their vocabularies and are 
n t \,() be pronounced eH.her by the teacher or by the children during the tes t., 
U!"1fmni~.iar •vords were de iberately chosen i n order t o test t he visual transfer 
'- f the ,::;ctmds in t.he wo:i.~ds _Jronounced. Whi l e there i s no ·time limit , move 
s .lone rapidly from one item to a.n.o t he r.) 
'::cdaJ we are going t o play a game wi t h soin.e br and-new words" We are 
go::.!"''5 to sae ow well each of you can hear sounds and t hen find the letters ·l~ha 
.:: k•3 the sounds. 
:_,ook t ths words on the blaclcboard. \'lhich one has the sara~!< som1d 3 +-, 
the beginning as t;,., ~ J.? 
-~ p1.1.t a ciz·~:~ s.rou!1d the word .hat. begins ~Like baL . ., 
(Have one ch.:i.ld go Lo,_t.he bla ckboa:c~ci a nd drau a ch·c.lr: arouncl. the correct. 
v...-ord~) 
Nov; .look at row ntl.fllb9l~ one on yotlr paper. Drm'l' ~ eircle a ~oun.d tho \iO. d 
:.n row one that. beginl! vdi:, 'i;.he same sound as ~~· 
(Gh::;d.:: tlH..: ps.pGrs to· sr:;e t hat all have under·&tood tha dir·ections.) 
In rov; tw·v put. a circle a r ound the word t ha t. begins like ~~· 
Rr,w t.hree--Mark the word t ha t. begins like e,.a te. 
Rm·· four--Mark the word tha t begins lil<:e ~dde~,; 
Row flve-·Mar k t he wor d that begins like today. 
R .. ~vJ sj_·,.-Mark the word t ha begi ns l ike l_~c 
Row seven--Mark t ho word that. beeins l i ke k.lli~ 
B~w eight--Mark the word that begins l ike visit . 
----
:?ow nine--Mark t 1e viord t .. 1at begins like .E.~.£!.· 
l -:;;·t! ten--Mark the word t.hat begins li!te .?-t~-~· 
Ro· el3ven---M21,!,: the vmrd that bGgina like third. 
~~
1' .- ','/ 
.(: .J...-o/0 
- .. ~"rk ·. 'h v .. •:3 w_~rd ·i;hf:tt begins like !?~· 
r '?> t:::.:·tcl i'l-·-Mark ·t}-1:;. 1:crJ. tl1n '- begins lil:e ~· 
-:~ ~!.'. ·' .. - -~ I~: . . . :'.ij:.e c1t .i c;. ~. a<- -, 
' 
.. ~ .. ~~-' ·.; g:t:.:s • 
·':,, __ (; 
(Wr ite these words on the blackboard: harmonica musln".§.!: ~ ) 
i'!ow~ listen to the sound you hear at the end of hat o Look a _ th W('rds 
en the blackboardc Which word rhymes with hat? 
~---! draw a circle around t he word that rhymes wit h ~o 
(Have one child rna rk the word that rhymes with ~. ) 
Look at tl1e words in r ow 16. Find and mark the word that rhymes with sing . 
Row l?- Mark the word that rhymes with sent. 
Hw 18--Mark the word that rh;yues with~· 
Row 19 -Fa .k the word tha t rhymes with bus. 
-
Row 20--Mark the word tha t rhymes with rock. 
This t..:iJne. l.:i.sten to the sound at the very end of cried. Then f ind 
on the blackboard (forehead crimson different) the W'Or<itha-'-. has t.h'=' 
same ending sound ::~scried. --
----• mark the word that ends with the same sound as~" 
(Have one child mark the word that has the same final consonan-t:. as cried ) 
Fin .. Row 21 . Draw a circle around the word that ends like ££!1.!?.. 
Row 22 - Mark the word that ends like flas;. 
L'Y>i 23 ~Mark the word t hat ends like bus. 
r~·~,,·; 2.4-~Ma rk t he word that ends l ike half. 
-
Ro~. 25- Mark the word that ends like eicnic. 
For '·.he res 1.. of t he game you will have to llsten and look Vvry cc:n•efully. 
Yon nre to "'incl the ·nord that ~R~ and .!'l.Llci~ l:Lke the wo r d you hea. r c Whic 1 
?;ord on ·(jhe blackboard (.fig.!,.l]"e .f.~ iJ~~) beg:tns and ends l i ke fee '? 
One child is to mark th correct word.) 
Look at Row 26. Marl: the word t.bat .begins and ends 1: ke .E.~~ 
e ( Checl. l!. ... .'.i ·idual ro pons- s before continuing • 
. _., .. 
·. ' 
·-
Row 31-- Mark the word that begins and ends like glad. 
Row 32-Mark the word that begins and ends like~· 
Row 33-Mark the wor d that, begins and ends like candy. 
Row 31:.-Mark t he wor d that begins and ends like ~· 
Row 35--Mark the word t hat begins and ends like rush. 
-
Row 26--Mark t he word that. begins and ends like marbles. 
Row 37--Mark the word t hat begins and ends like tried. 
Row 38-Mark the word that begins and ends like llo..E• 
Row 39--M:a rk ·c.he word tha t begins and ends like~. 
Row l~O--Mark the word t hat begins and ends like not. 
Name Grade School 
----------------------------
---
-------------------
-
.. I 1 tranq'ui 1 f amiliar vagabond 21 c rowd g rnap job I 
2 matter rapidity separated 22 flutte r blood tug 
3 geyse r capitulate petal 23 loss bantam lynx 
-· ~-
4 luck differ wande rer 24 locu st hearty grief 
- -
5 deck temperatu re h i ghway 25 piccolo fantastic bene<. 5 
-
··--· 
6 wisdom yacht volcano 26 peaco.ck derrick pard or. 
7 gasoli ne kao lin lariat 27 water worJ,cbench lurc h 
.. 
8 fault v e in weight 28 frontier frozen tradi ·::;~-
·-
9 document b l oss om p l entiful 29 davenport disease pro tect 
10 jonquils drouth b ronco 30 rotation remark needlewo rk 
1 1 thorough fav(Vr tattered 3 1 claimed g listened glee 
-
1 2 broadcast b lizzard d omesti c 32 bullet farewell bushel 
. I 
1 3 c ho i ce confer classi c 33 candidate general ly cord i al 
-
1 4 guard creak quotation . 34 helium happiness lo om 
-
1 5 thistles whirled hatchet 35 rusty radish foolish 
1 6 si lky r emembering napkin 36 noodles margin measles 
e .. 
1 7 senatqr department stimulant 37 dreamed transfer tramp l ed 
1 8 specimen c a ravan raffia 38 stirrup stir clamp 
I 
1 9 bungalow radius swish 39 jog jib fig 
2 0 ros te r s t r uck drydock 40 rot nice st notion 
